RACK AND PINION

down of a covered component, actual towing costs, 

TOWING

For added resale value your cover-

PROTECTION

When you own a Portfolio Protection service contract, you can avoid the unexpected costs and discomfort of vehicle repairs. Here's how:

You avoid disruptions to your personal budget and time spent shopping for qualified repairs.

You avoid any impact on your credit rating or future insurance rates due to an unexpected repair.

You can keep your car running and prevent costly delays due to damages.

Benefits when your vehicle is inoperable and undergoing repair:

The protection provided by this Portfolio Protection service contract covers all internal lubricated parts...

SUBSTITUTE TRANSPORTATION

Your Portfolio Protection service contract includes substitute transportation when your vehicle is inoperable and undergoing repair.

Your Portfolio Protection service contract also includes:

* These additional benefits are subject to maximum reim-
bursement limits. Other terms and conditions may apply.

SCOPE OF COVERAGE

Your Portfolio Protection service contract covers a comprehensive list of covered components. The chart above is a summary of what a typical owner may expect after the factory warranty expires.

The protection provided by this Portfolio Protection service contract covers all internal lubricated parts...

See contract for details.

POWERTRAIN COVERAGE

This brochure is not a contract. It is an overview of the service contract and is subject to all terms and conditions and exclusions.

Our Most Complete HI-TECH COVERAGE

includes all Powertrain Coverage

Includes all Powertrain Coverage

Typical Powertrain Warranty

Costs stated above are sample costs based on historical data collected by Portfolio.

Seals and gaskets relating to covered components.

Engine Drive Axles-RWD,

Engine Drive Axles-RWD,

Engine Drive Axles-

ENGINE

Fuel pump, fuel injection pump, fuel injectors, fuel rail, metal fuel delivery lines, nozzles, vacuum pump, and...